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Sector-led Improvement 

Purpose of report 
 

 To advise the Leadership Board of the wide range of support, improvement and 

innovation work being undertaken with Councils as part of the sector lead improvement 

approach 

 To inform the Leadership Board of the evaluation, feedback, issues, successes and 

achievements registered by Councils arising from sector lead improvement work with 

them 

 To seek endorsement of the approach and activities taking place and guidance on the 

future direction of the programme of work and activities within it. 

 

Summary 

 

This report provides an overview and update on the range of sector-led improvement 

activities taking place across the country as part of the approach set out in “Taking the Lead” 

in February 2011. 

 

  

Recommendations   

 

That the Leadership Board: 

 

i) endorse the sector lead approach and improvement work taking place and note 

its effectiveness to date  

ii) offer views and guidance on the strategic direction the programme should take 

going forwards 

iii) offer an early steer on the relative priority of elements of the approach, in view of 

the reduction in RSG  

Action 

Officers to continue to support councils take advantage of the new approach to sector led 

improvement.  

 

 

Contact officer:   Michael Coughlin/Dennis Skinner 

Position: Executive Director/Head of Leadership and Productivity 

Phone no: 020 7664 3017 

E-mail: Michael.coughlin@local.gov.uk 

dennis.skinner@local.gov.uk    

mailto:Michael.coughlin@local.gov.uk
mailto:dennis.skinner@local.gov.uk
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Sector-led Improvement 

 
Background 
 

1. Taking the Lead, published in February 2011, set out the sector’s approach to sector-led 

improvement, as a response to the announcement of the abolition of the Audit 

Commission and the removal of what were widely regarded as overly centralised, ‘heavy-

handed’ performance management and intervention regimes. The approach is based on 

the following underlying principles: 

 
1.1   councils are responsible for their own performance and improvement and for 

leading the delivery of improved outcomes for local people in their area 
councils are primarily accountable to local communities – not government or 
national inspectorates – and stronger local accountability through increased 
transparency drives improvement, which is locally appropriate 
councils have a collective responsibility for the performance of the sector as a 
whole: this is evidenced by sharing best practice, offering member and officer peers, 
and opportunities for developing leadership 
the role of the LGA is to maintain an overview of the performance of the sector in 
order to identify potential performance challenges and opportunities – and to provide 
tools and support to help councils and to maximise the implementation of this new 
approach. 

 

1.2 The approach has been developed with the sector during a period of consultation 

and engagement and was overwhelmingly endorsed by councils. Since then, over a 

comparatively short period of time, we and the Councils working with us, have made 

good progress in developing and delivering an effective and well-regarded broad 

programme of support. 

 

1.3 New approaches to sector-led improvement have been developed in children’s 
services (through the Children’s Improvement Board) and in adult social care 
(through the Towards Excellence in Council’s Adult Social Care Board).  In each 
case the approaches have been developed in association with relevant Government 
departments and the sector’s representative professional bodies. They are based on 
many of the core principles and practices set out in Taking the Lead.  

 
2. The LGA has been advised in this work by an independent Advisory Board with 

membership drawn from the National Audit Office, Audit Commission, SOLACE, CIPFA, 
ADASS, ADCS, CfPS and Solicitors in Local Government/Association of Council 
Secretaries. 

 
3. The programme is led by the Improvement and Innovation Board. 
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SECTOR LEAD IMPROVEMENT: COMPONENTS 
 

4. The broad programme of activity, offers, information and intelligence that make up the 
sector lead improvement approach can be categorised under the following headings: 
 

 Leadership – political and managerial 

 Peer Challenge 

 Productivity and Efficiency 

 Service specific support 

 Information  

 Sharing and learning 

 Managing risk 
 

5. While some aspects of the programme are high profile, well-known and positively and 
widely promoted, some parts are undertaken with due regard to the sensitivity of the 
matters being addressed and are rightly less visible. 

 
6. Taking each component part in turn: 
 
Leadership 
 
7. Effective political leadership is key to sustained improvement. Research has shown that 

Councils who participate in the LGA’s political leadership programmes experience an 
81% greater than average improvement than those councils that did not attend these 
programmes.    

 
8. Participants on the courses are very positive about the programmes they take part in. 

Satisfaction rates are generally of the order of around 85% to 90%.   Indeed 99% of 
participants on the Leadership Academy agree that the programme provided a basis for 
improvement and 100% would recommend the LGA as a result of doing it.   

 
9. As part of our sector led improvement offer the LGA is making available one subsidised 

place on one of our leadership programmes for every council, each year, over the three 
year period from September 2011.  

 
10. Our leadership programmes have supported well over 1,000 councillors in the last 18 

months. 222 councillors have attended the main Leadership Academy programmes and a 
further 770 attended the focussed Leadership Academy programmes. The Next 
Generation programme has supported a further 110 councillors and the programme 
known formally has Leeds Castle has provided support to 31 participants.  Some quotes 
from members are below: 

 
.  

"I had the confidence to go for the role as leader, feeling that I could step up and do the 
role. I may have had doubts without the Leadership Academy." -Leader - Metropolitan 
Borough Council (Liberal Democrat) 
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"I do personally think I'm more confident in myself as a person. It helped me challenge 
to be the deputy leader of the group and then the council. I subsequently went onto the 
LGA board [and became] a Peer Mentor for the Planning Advisory Service." - Deputy 
Leader, City Council (Labour) 

 
"Best thing for me was the ability to network across the country with people from 
different political parties and to share common issues and problems.  Our underlying 
issues are all so similar” - Portfolio Holder for Change & Efficiency, County Council 
(Conservative) 

 
11. In terms of managerial leadership, as well as the LC programme we have run a very 

successful strategic leaders programme which aims to help heads of service or 
equivalents to develop leadership skills and we are investing in creating talent through 
our successful national graduate development programme, which has seen the number 
on the programme almost double. 
  

Peer Challenge 
 
12. Since September 2011 the LGA has completed 171 peer challenges across a wide range 

of subject areas including 50 corporate peer challenges, 43 children’s safeguarding and 7 
adult social care peer challenges. There has been a significant increase in take-up 
recently, with Surrey, Castle Point, Harborough, Newham, Portsmouth, Bracknell Forest, 
Solihull and Redcar and Cleveland having had corporate peer challenges in the last few 
weeks.    We are also in discussion with councils about a further 100 corporate peer 
challenges and 20 children’s safeguarding challenges. Feedback from participating 
councils is very strong and the programme continues to grow at pace.  

 
13. Feedback from councils that have had a peer challenge show that: 

13.1 92.3% found their corporate peer challenge was well tailored to the specific needs 
and focus of the authority 

13.2   96.2% felt the quality of the peer team was good/ very good 

13.3  91.7% of chief executives thought peer challenge minimised the burden on the 
authority (compared to previous inspections) 

 
14. Some quotes from authorities who have had a corporate peer challenge are set out 

below: 
 

“We achieved as much as we have done through previous inspections but with about 
ten per cent of the effort.’ – Shared Chief Executive, District Councils 

 
“The LGA worked with us to identify the scope of the challenge in advance, and their 
'critical friend' feedback at the end of the review has really helped to shape our plans 
for the next phase of transformation beyond 2014. – Leader of London Borough  
 
“Peer challenge is relevant, appropriate and informative. It is specifically targeted to the 
needs of the organisation, and to a positive outcome that enables the organisation to 
move forward” - Chief Executive, Unitary Council  
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15. An interim evaluation of the Corporate Peer challenge offer was undertaken by Cardiff 

Business School and is very positive.  We have recently published a set of case studies 
demonstrating how councils are using and benefitting from the peer challenge offer.  
http://www.local.gov.uk/peer-challenge 

 
16. During spring/summer 2013 Cardiff Business School will revisit some authorities in order 

to evaluate the longer-term impact of peer challenges. 
 
Productivity and efficiency 
 
17. The LGA’s Productivity Programme seeks to work with the sector in three main areas; 

Procurement, and capital and assets, Adults and Children’s Social Care and New ways of 
Working.  
 

18. Procurement: Some £59bn of council spend is with the private sector, and this 
programme has sought to introduce competencies into councils, and to assist individual 
local authorities learn from and develop innovative best practice. 

 
19. We have devised and promoted a Procurement Pledge that highlights good practice for 

the sector, and developed with the support of Hampshire CC an emerging ‘National 
Procurement Strategy’. More practically the LGA has supported 72 councils in eight 
separate pilots to develop innovation in procurement; schemes range from a new 
framework for obtaining consultancy support in social care, through to a ground breaking 
recycling programme. 

  
20. Capital & Assets: The LGA have been working with 36 councils covering 40% of the 

country for three years on a pan public sector approach to the rationalisation of land and 
property. Overall, as a result, councils have been able to generate running cost savings 
of around 20%. More recently the Cabinet Office have commissioned the LGA to run a 
similar programme for them in response to Sir Michael Heseltine’s No Stone Unturned 
report. 

 
21. Adult Social Care: The LGA have been working with 44 councils seeking to make 

efficiency gains in a £1m grant funded programme, to which the Dept of Health 
contributed £300,000. An interim report published last autumn showed that on average 
these councils were planning to make savings of over twice their original plans: from 
around 2% in 2009/10 to 5.4% in 2011/12 – some £322m over the three years. 

 
22. New Ways of Working: This work stream has promoted shared service arrangements 

through to supporting councils develop their commissioning arrangements, complex 
demand management strategies, and income generation plans. Methods employed have 
ranged from the ‘Productivity Expert’ programme, through to the more involved Future 
Councils programme involving Birmingham, Trafford, East Riding, Rushcliffe, 
Buckinghamshire and Suffolk County and Districts) and include the interactive, web-
based Shared Services Map (showing that at least 337 councils - 95% of English councils 
- are involved in 338 shared service arrangements saving £278 million. 

 

http://www.local.gov.uk/peer-challenge
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23. The Commissioning Academy is a development programme for senior commissioners 
from all parts of the public sector. The LGA has worked very closely with the Cabinet 
Office to develop the curriculum and the pilot programmes for the Academy, with 41 
delegates (24 from local government ) attending the first 2 pilots (worth around £60,000) 
and 22 councils applying to be on the roll-out of the Academy, outstripping demand from 
any other part of the public sector. 

 
Service specific support 
 
24. Children’s services: Sector-led improvement in children’s services is being taken 

forward through the work of the Children’s Improvement Board (CIB). The CIB work 
programme for 2013/14 will prioritise children’s social care, including a new programme 
to build capacity among social service team leaders (SWAP), together with a new strand 
of work to support councils respond to changes in Special Educational Needs and 
Disability. A significant part of the CIB budget will continue to be devolved to regions who 
will be asked to ensure that peer challenge is robust and engages all councils. 

 
25. Adult Social Care: Sector-led improvement in adult social care is being taken forward by 

the Towards Excellence in Adult Social Care Board (TEASC). 2013/14 will be the final 
year of funding for TEASC. Its aim will be to work with (and for) councils to ensure that 
the model is fully implemented and embedded in local areas.   

 
26. Peer lead improvement in Health: Implementation of the Act, with new local 

government responsibilities for health from April 2013 has been a priority for the sector. 
The last twelve months have seen intensive work across councils to establish Health and 
Wellbeing Boards, along with the transfer of the public health function to councils, and the 
commissioning of Local Healthwatch. A new sector-led support offer is being developed 
with funding support from Department of Health and with governance arrangements 
aligned across relevant programme. 

 
27. Financial: A key part of the “Taking the Lead” offer was to provide tools to support 

councils strengthen local accountability, including free of charge use of the YouChoose 
online budget simulator. A total of 135 councils have been set up to use YouChoose.   
We have also provided bespoke financial support for some councils including a financial 
review by a leading ex Director of Finance and every corporate peer challenge examines 
a council’s financial strategy.  We are in the process of piloting a budget peer challenge 
and will be holding a number of leadership academy for financial portfolio holders later 
this year. 

 
28. Other areas: Improvement support is being provided across a number of other service 

specific areas including support on planning issues through the Planning Advisory 
Service; Fire authorities have been very active in taking up the peer challenge; and 
support for scrutiny as been provided by the centre for Public Scrutiny. 

 
Information and intelligence 
 
29. The prototype version of LGInform (the on-line data and benchmarking service developed 

by the LGA) was launched in July 2011 and updated in November 2011.  
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30. At present, more than 90 per cent of councils have someone registered to access the LG 
Inform prototype, with a total of more than 1,700 users.  We anticipate usage increasing 
rapidly once the new version of LG Inform is launched in May (which will be a better 
looking and better performing tool) and made publicly available in the Summer.  

 
31. Our network of Principal Advisers are working closely with Councils and gathering 

intelligence about the issues they face, the support they may need, together with 
exemplar or best practice that will be interests and use to others.   

 
Sharing and learning 
 
32. As Councils develop and contribute to the sector lead improvement approach, the 

importance of effectively sharing good practice, emerging approaches and innovation has 
become ever more apparent. Events (e.g. workshops, seminars, conferences), specific 
programmes (e.g. Creative Councils, Future Councils) and online forums, are a key way 
of enabling Councils to share their experiences, approaches and innovation with others to 
the benefit of the sector. 

33. We are also seeking to collect and share examples of innovative approaches to 
engagement and strengthening local accountability. 

 
Managing Risk 
 
34. As part of the approach to sector led improvement councils were keen for the LGA to find 

a light touch way of understanding where councils might be facing performance 
challenges so that early support could be offered.  
 

35. The team of Principal and Senior Advisors are central to this, working closely with the 
national and regional lead peers, political group offices and regional organisations.   

 
36. The lead members of the Improvement and Innovation Board meet regularly with the 

Principal Advisors, lead peers and political group offices to ensure strong political 
oversight.   

 
37. The approach has been tested by experience and positive endorsements received from 

councils and government ministers.   
 
COORDINATION, EVALUATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
 
38. The Improvement and Innovation Board has oversight of this wide range of activity and 

has been keen, as the programme of work and approach has developed over time, to 
ensure the that there is a core ‘narrative’ around sector-led improvement – its underlying 
principles and core components – so that the sector is able to see how the different 
elements of the programme are co-ordinated, consistent and mutually reinforcing.  
 

39. This led to the publication of the “Sector-led Improvement in Local Government” officially 
launched at the LGA Conference in Summer 2012 and jointly badged with SOLACE, 
ADASS, and ADCS – which has been welcomed by the sector. 
http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=f19c68ea-368d-4be9-b1c8-
7d085324436e&groupId=10171. 

http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=f19c68ea-368d-4be9-b1c8-7d085324436e&groupId=10171
http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=f19c68ea-368d-4be9-b1c8-7d085324436e&groupId=10171
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40. A small group of officers has also been drawn together from the various service and 

corporate disciplines to ensure that co-ordination is ensured at a planning and 
operational level as well. 
 

41. From the outset the Improvement and Innovation Board has been keen to ensure a 
robust approach to evaluating sector-led improvement. The initial “baseline” evaluation 
report was published on 21st February (available on the LGA website) and will be 
followed up by two further reports over the course of the next 12 months.  

 
42. The report draws together some key markers of progress so far and for the future. 

 

Overall the sector is both aware and supportive of the approach, as shown by the results 

of the recent LGA Perceptions Survey of Leaders, Portfolio Holders, Chairs of Scrutiny, 

Chief Executives, Directors and back bench members. 

 

42.1 90% of Chief Executives had heard a lot or a moderate amount about the 
approach and 84% agreed or strongly agreed that it was the right one 

 
42.2 83% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that their council was making 

advances in improvement  
 

42.3 61% of respondents believe the offer will have a positive impact on their council’s 
ability to improve and 69% believe it will have a great or moderate positive impact 
on the sector’s ability to monitor and improve. 

 
42.4   In addition, over 85% of all councils have already taken up one of the LGA key 

offers (leadership support, peer challenge, productivity or direct support). 
 

43. Notwithstanding the positive picture painted by the evaluation and much of the feedback 
received around support and improvement activities, we cannot be complacent and need 
to continue in our efforts to raise the awareness of the support available and councils 
take up of it, making the links across the different strands of sector-led improvement. One 
example of how this is being done is the easy, concise guide to improvement and 
innovation services, aimed at Leaders and Chief Executives (attached at Appendix A).  

 
Conclusion and next steps 
 
44. Significant progress has been made in developing and mainstreaming the sector lead 

approach. It is important that this work continues to be taken forward in a way that 
reflects councils’ experience of using the support on offer and that it is communicated to 
the sector in a way that demonstrates how the different elements and strands are linked 
together and highlights the benefits of the tools through case studies. 
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Financial Implications 
 
45. While there are no additional financial implications or costs arising as a result of this 

report, it should be noted that much of the work set out is funded by RSG ‘topslice’ which, 
as Members will note from the item elsewhere on this agenda, is being materially 
reduced over the forthcoming two years. As part of the work to determine how this is to 
be managed to best effect, an early steer from Members on the relative priority afforded 
to the above programmes, work and activities would be helpful. 


